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We give the prescription for generating all transformations of acertain type (conformal)relating two-dimensional dual poten-
tials and indicate mechanisms for nonuniqueness ofthe duality.

Coupling constant metamorphosis (CCM) has sion accomplished the same result by Fourier-trans-
been the subject of several recent papers [1—4]deal- forming the Schrodinger equation. The transforma-
ingwith the problem of integrabilityofHamiltonian tions used by Hietarinta et al. [1] and Cabral and
systems. The CCM usually involves some time-in- Gallas seem to involve considerable ingenuity in ad-
dependent canonical transformation( s) on a con- dition to luck and appear to be difficult to syste-
servative Hamiltonian system and the non-canonical matize. The other type involves conformal coordi-
exchange of the roles of the energy and the coupling nate transformationsand israther straightforward in
constant. All this is done in a way that leaves the ki- principle. We shall be concerned with this latter type
netic energy form-invariant. The resulting potential only here, and we shall give the prescription forgen-
is “dual” to the original one in the sense that the cor- crating all such transformations. An example of this
responding solutions and conserved quantities trans- type is the Levi-Civita transformation discussed by
form into each other. Clearly if one system is inte- Yoshida [4]. Hietarinta [2] suggested these trans-
grable, so is the other. Our earlier work dealt with formations as a possibleway to CCM but did not cx-
the one-dimensional and spherically symmetric cases ploit them in this connection. We believe that our
[5]. Cabral and Gallas [3] emphasized the non- use of the Jacobi metric makes the principle in-
uniqueness of the duality using the example of the volved conceptually very clear.
Fokas—Lagerstrom potential for which a dual part- We consider the Hamiltonian
ncr had already been discovered by Hietarinta et al.
[1] Cabral and Gallas found another dual to the Fo- H= ~(p~+p~)+aV(u, v), (1)
kas—Lagerstrom potential. A related important pa- where a is the coupling constant, andwe assume that
per by Gazeau [6] dealing with duality in quantum V(u, v) >0. The Jacobi metric corresponding to (I)
mechanics has recently beenbrought toour attention. is
In this Letter we briefly examine the two-dimen-

sional case making use of the geometrization of ds2= [E—aV(u, v)} (du2+dv2) (2)
Hamiltonian systemsviathe Jacobimetric [7,8]. We = [E/V(u, v)—a] V(u, v)(du2+dv2). (3)
distinguish two different types of transformations for
obtaining dual potentials, and hence clarify the or- It is clear from (3) that ifwe can find a transfor-
igin ofthe nonuniqueness pointed out by Cabral and mation x=x(u, v) and y=y( u, v) such that
Gallas. One type involves canonical transformations V( ~, v) (du2+dv2)= dx2 +dy2, (4)
which exchange the roles of coordinates and mo-
menta; this type was used by Hiertarinta et al. [1]. then, after relabelinga-+—E, and E—+ —4,w~would
Cabral and Gallas in their quantum mechanical ver- obtain the dual potential
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where p=IwI, while from (8) we obtainV(x,y)=l/V(u(x,y),v(x,y)). (5)
(12)

From the point of view of differential geometry,
transformation (4) is a transformation relating two where r= z . We see that transformations generated
sets of isothermal coordinates [91.It is well-known by (10) relate radial power potentials. Furthermore
that all such transformations are generated by ho- if we let q=2s, p= —2s/(s+ 1), we find that the
lomorphic functions as follows: Let z=x+iy=f(w) powers q and p of the dual potentials satisfy the
be a holomorphic function of w, and w= u +iv=g( z) equation
be its inverse, i.e., q+p+qp/2=0, (13)
f(g(z))=z, and (df/dw)(dg/dz)=1, (6)

as emphasized by Cabral and Gallas and Gazeau.
if w and z are corresponding points and the deny- (ii) Eq. (13) breaks down if q or p is equal to —2
atives do not vanish. (For details see the inverse (s= — 1), however if we let
function theorem [10].) Then x=Ref(u, v), ~‘= —l 14
Irnf(u, v) takes us from the isothermal (u, v) sys- Z~ og w,
tern to the isothermal (x, y) system. The functions we find that
x and y are harmonic conjugate, and it is easy to see ~— 1 / 2 ‘15
using the Cauchy—Riemann relations for x and y, that —

(4) will also be satisfied provided that is dual to the degenerate potential

Igradx~2=~df/dwI2=V(u,v), (7) V=e2x. (16)
furthermore (iii) The generating functions may introduce ex-

2 tra parameters in the potential. As our last example
I dg/dz I = V(x, y). (8) we consider the Möbius transformation
Eq. (7) has the form of the Hamilton—Jacobi equa-
• . . . . aw+b —dz+b
tion for a conservative system in cartesian coordi- z= d’ w= , (17)
nates, or the eikonal equation of geometrical optics. CW+ cz—a
It is not an easy equation to solve in general and in wheread—bc~0,and for simplicity a, b, c, dare real.
our case we must also require thatxbe harmonic i.e., Since z(w) has the same form as w(z), it is no sur-

Ax=0. (9) prise that Vhas the same form as

A mathematically analogous problem is that of find- v= +d2+2 2 2’

ing the potential function Just outside a charged con- CU ) C V

ductor of given surface charge distribution a (where (ad...bc)2
a2 is essentially our V). The function y(u, v) must V [(cx—a)2+c2y2] 2 (18)
satisfy equations identical to (7) and (9) with x re-
placed by y. If we now let a = 0, we see that
It is instructive and far simpler to choose a suit- (b/c)2

able holomorphic functionf(w), use (7) to find the V r4 (19)
corresponding V(u, v), then (8) to obtain the dual
potential t~’(x, y). We shall discuss a few examples Note that eq. (13), for q= —4, gives us p = —4, thus
below, the r4 potential is self-dual under (10), while un-
(i) Let der (17) it is dual to the non-central potential Vgiven

by ( 18) with a=0.
z= w (10) Naturally if the potential energy U is of the form
s~—1 and real, then from (7) we have that N

2 2 U(u,v)= > ~k~”k(U,V), (20)
V=(s+l) p (11) k=I
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following the steps in eqs. (2 )—(5) with any one of References
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